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Claude Lévi-Strauss

The Poet in the Laboratory

Drawing on a wealth of original research and interviews, the author presents the first English biography and definitive account of the life, work, and legacy of the father of modern anthropology.

From his groundbreaking fieldwork in the Amazon interior to his life in Nazi-occupied France to his influence upon—and clashes with—postwar intellectuals such as Sartre, Lacan, and Foucault, Wilcken explores the anthropologist’s life in detail.

Wilcken also provides a fascinating tour of the anthropologist’s landmark works: *Tristes Tropiques*, a literary meditation on his travels and fieldwork; *The Savage Mind*, which showed that “primitive” people are driven by the same intellectual curiosities as their Western counterparts; and finally his monumental four-volume *Mythologiques*, a study of the universal structures of native mythology in the Americas.

PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 400 PP. • 978-1-59420-273-5 • $29.95

REBECCA SOLNIT

A Paradise Built in Hell

The Extraordinary Communities That Arise in Disasters

Solnit examines how disaster throws people into a temporary utopia of changed states of mind and social possibilities, and also explores cases of social deterioration during crisis.

“This is the freshest, deepest, most optimistic account of human nature I’ve come across in many years….A landmark book.”—Bill McKibben, author of *The End of Nature*

“This new, highly readable mixture of history and first-hand reporting reflects several decades of thinking about what makes for true communities. [Solnit] probes deeply, roams widely in time and geography, and leaves us with a surprising amount of hope.”—Adam Hochschild, author of *King Leopold’s Ghost*

PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 368 PP. • 978-0-14-311807-7 • $16.00

NICK ROSEN

Off the Grid

Inside the Movement for More Space, Less Government, and True Independence in Modern America

Documents a variety of individuals and families striving to maintain a life of independence in the face of modern America’s ever-greater connectivity.

“[A] fascinating look at 21st-century men and women who have cut the cord to power and water and choose to live, for a variety of reasons, ‘off the grid.’”—*Minneapolis Star Tribune*

“A compelling look at a relatively invisible subculture.”—*Newsweek*

PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 320 PP. • 978-0-14-311738-4 • $15.00
Mark Kurlansky

The Food of a Younger Land
A Portrait of American Food—Before the National Highway System, Before Chain Restaurants, and Before Frozen Food, When the Nation’s Food was Seasonal, Regional, and Traditional—from the Lost WPA Files

“A delectable slice of culinary anthropology.”—Houston Chronicle

“Though we’ve become a fast-food nation, this extraordinary collection—at once history, anthropology, cookbook, almanac and family album—provides a vivid and revitalizing sense of the rural and regional characteristics and distinctions that we’ve lost and can find again here.”—Publishers Weekly

Riverhead Paperback • 480 pp. • 978-1-59448-457-5 • $16.00

Andrew Beahrs

Twain’s Feast
Searching for America’s Lost Foods in the Footsteps of Samuel Clemens

“In this beautifully written ode to Twain and local delicacies like possum, oysters and Philadelphia terrapin, Beahrs has given us an instant classic in the literature of the table.”—Andrew Todhunter, author of A Meal Observed

“A celebration of the way America used to eat. Beahrs shares with the reader the delightful appetites of Samuel Clemens, a bevy of old-timey recipes, and his own journey to discover whatever happened to our culinary traditions.”—Novella Carpenter, author of Farm City

“Takes us on an engaging, quixotic search for the lost regional specialties Mark Twain loved—and reminds us of how food always shapes our sense of where we come from and who we are.”—Jane Smith, author of The Garden of Invention

Penguin Press Hardcover • 336 pp. • 978-1-59420-259-9 • $25.95

Also of Interest:

Michael Pollan

The Omnivore’s Dilemma
A Natural History of Four Meals

Penguin Paperback • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-303858-0 • $16.00

Sasha Issenberg

The Sushi Economy
Globalization and the Making of a Modern Delicacy

Gotham Paperback • 352 pp. • 978-1-592-40363-9 • $15.00
TIMOTHY R. PAUKE TAT

Cahokia
Ancient America’s Great City on the Mississippi
The University of Illinois anthropologist reveals the story of a thriving metropolis that existed almost 1,000 years ago outside St. Louis, Missouri.
“A compellingly argued and highly engaging account of a lost civilization in America’s own backyard.”—Chicago Tribune
“Tells the story of the mounds, from what archeologists have been able to discover about their origins nearly a thousand years ago to their near destruction and partially successful preservation in the modern age.”—Wall Street Journal
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 208 PP. • 978-0-14-311747-6 • $14.00

KARL JACOBY

Shadows at Dawn
An Apache Massacre and the Violence of History
An eye-opening examination of a forgotten atrocity—the 1871 Camp Grant Massacre of 150 Apaches—illuminates the clash of American, Mexican, and tribal cultures in the southwestern borderlands.
“One of the best studies ever of the long conflict between tribes and races, soldiers, citizens, killers and victims, in the wild unregulated Southwest.”—Larry McMurtry
“Impressively researched and a major contribution to the history of clashing cultures and memories of the desert frontier.”—Walter Nugent, U. of Notre Dame
For more information, please visit: www.brown.edu/Research/Aravaipa
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 400 PP. • 978-0-14-311621-9 • $17.00

JEFFREY OSTLER

The Lakotas and the Black Hills
The Struggle for Sacred Ground
Moving from battlefields to reservations to the Supreme Court, Ostler captures the enduring spiritual strength that sustains the Lakotas in their century-old struggle to reclaim their homeland.
“Wonderfully distills the complex history of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty and its traumatic aftermath.”—Ned Blackhawk, Yale University
“An admirably clear, engaging, and fair-minded account of the long battle for the Black Hills. [Ostler] performs an important service, not only in elucidating the often complex cultural and legal issues, but also...in demonstrating the continuity of the Lakota experience from the earliest historic times to the present.”—James Wilson, author of The Earth Shall Weep: A History of Native America
VIKING HARDCOVER • 208 PP. • 978-0-670-02195-6 • $22.95
**Nicholas Wade**

**The Faith Instinct**

*How Religion Evolved and Why It Endures*

“[A] masterly book. It lays the basis for a rich dialogue between biology, social science and religious history.” — *The Economist*

“Wade has delivered the most balanced and fact-based account available of a subject fundamental to human self-understanding. His scholarship is thorough, and his writing crystalline and exciting.” — Edward O. Wilson

PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 320 PP. • 978-0-14-311819-0 • $16.00

**Peter Matthiessen**

**The Tree Where Man Was Born**

*New Introduction by Jane Goodall*

From the National Book Award-winner, a classic of journalistic observation—from the daily lives of wild herdsmen to the field biologists investigating wild creatures and the anthropologists seeking humanity’s origins in the Rift Valley.

“Few nature books called ‘classic’ are as deserving of the appellation as this one....With his sympathy for and knowledge of the tribal peoples and the wildlife of Africa, Matthiessen has an uncanny ability to make us see a raw and untouched landscape where only those people who have adapted their lives to the patterns of nature truly belong.” — Kirkus Reviews (UK)

PENGUIN CLASSICS PAPERBACK • 368 PP. • 978-0-14-310624-1 • $17.00

**Jerry A. Coyne**

**Why Evolution Is True**

“Coyne’s knowledge of evolutionary biology is prodigious, his deployment of it as masterful as his touch is light.” — Richard Dawkins

“There are many superb books on evolution, but this one is superb in a new way—it explains out the latest evidence for evolution lucidly, thoroughly, and with devastating effectiveness.” — Steven Pinker, author of *The Stuff of Thought*

PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 304 PP. • 978-0-14-311664-6 • $16.00

**Geoffrey Miller**

**Spent**

*Sex, Evolution, and Consumer Behavior*

The evolutionary psychologist probes the unconscious instincts behind American consumer culture and deciphers what our decisions say about ourselves, giving us access to a new way of understanding—and improving—our behaviors.

“One of the most perceptive and illuminating accounts of marketing and capitalism ever written.” — Dylan Evans, University College Cork

PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 384 PP. • 978-0-14-311723-0 • $16.00
JARED DIAMOND

Collapse
How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed
Revised Edition

Updated with a new afterword and an additional chapter featuring Diamond’s latest research.

“Extraordinary in erudition and originality, compelling in its ability to relate the digitized pandemonium of the present to the hushed agrarian sunrises of the past.”—The New York Times Book Review

“Diamond is unrivaled in marrying science to history with spellbinding prose.”—Louis Putterman, Brown University

PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 592 PP. • 978-0-14-311700-1 • $18.00

JOHN SZWED

Alan Lomax
The Man Who Recorded the World

A biography of the folklorist, archivist, anthropologist, singer, political activist, talent scout, ethnomusicologist, filmmaker, and concert and record producer who introduced folk music to the masses.

VIKING HARDCOVER • 352 PP. • 978-0-670-02199-4 • $29.95

EUGENE LINDEN

The Ragged Edge of the World
Encounters at the Frontier Where Modernity, Wildlands, and Indigenous Peoples Meet

The noted environmental writer places a human face on globalism by examining how various cultures around the world are succumbing to modernity. An elegy for what has been lost and a celebration of those cultures resilient enough to maintain their vibrancy, Linden’s new book captures the world at a turning point and offers an intimate look at creatures and cultures as they encounter and try to adapt to globalization.

VIKING HARDCOVER • 256 PP. • 978-0-670-2251-9 • $26.95

JOHN R. HINNELLS, EDITOR

The Penguin Handbook of the World’s Living Religions

This in-depth survey of active religions, fully updated to include modern developments and the most recent scholarship, now features chapters on 21st-century America, Britain, Canada, and Australia, as well as regional groups in Africa, China, and Japan.

PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 1,008 PP. • 978-0-14-103546-8 • $25.00
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